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The FG IP Jupiter Income Fund of Funds returned +1.59% in the fourth quarter of 2016 and 9.51% 
over the past 12 months, underperforming the quarterly return of the benchmark Alexander Forbes 
Short Term Fixed Income Index return of +1.88%, but outperforming the 12 month return of 7.39%. 

The last quarter of 2016 started off with the South African Finance minister being charged with fraud, 
sending the rand and South African bond yields into a tailspin. Fortunately, both markets recovered 
after charges were dropped towards the end of October. Undoubtedly the biggest event of the 
quarter was the surprise presidential victory of Republican Donald Trump over Hillary Clinton. Against 
all odds, the bond market, which was expected to rally on a Trump victory, sold off significantly in 
November. Emerging market bonds came under significant pressure due to the increased probability 
of a December rate hike and higher inflation expectations in the US after the conclusion of the 
presidential election. Even though it was already expected and priced in at the time, the US Federal 
Reserve in December unanimously approved the first US rate hike in a year, and also indicated an 
expectation of another three rate hikes over 2017. No changes were made to the fund over the 
quarter. 

The SIM Active Income fund contributed the most to performance, returning 0.41% over the quarter. 
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Source: MoneyMate 

 

The FG IP Venus Cautious Fund of Funds returned +0.49% in the fourth quarter of 2016 and +5.83% 
over the past 12 months, outperforming the benchmark peer group average quarterly return of -
0.32% and 12-month return of +3.67%. 

The South African market was driven mainly by local politics in the beginning of the quarter after 
Finance minister Pravin Gordhan got charged with fraud. The rand tumbled and SA bonds sold off 
sharply after the news broke, but both recovered after the charges were dropped later in the month. 
The unexpected became a reality in November when Donald Trump won the US presidential election. 
The US equity markets rallied on the back of proposed policies under the Trump administration, 
including less financial regulation, a cut in corporate taxes and increased infrastructure spending. 
This did not bode well for emerging markets and the rand depreciated over 3% against the US dollar. 
In December, the Federal Open Market Committee unanimously decided to raise US interest rates 
by 25 basis points and indicated that they expect to hike rates another three times in 2017. 
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 Locally, both the bond and equity markets were supported by South Africa maintaining its foreign 
currency sovereign rating as the rating agency Standard and Poor’s left the BBB- rating unchanged. 
No changes were made to the fund. 

Fixed income contributed the most to performance, with the Prescient Income Provider and Sim 
Active Income funds both contributing 0.20% to performance over the quarter. 
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Source: MoneyMate 

The FG IP Saturn Flexible Fund of Funds returned -1.31% in the third quarter of 2016 and +1.85% over 
the past 12 months, underperforming the benchmark peer group average quarterly return of -1.18% 
and 12-month return of +2.07%. 

October felt like déjà vu, as the South African financial market had to once again, just like in August, 
deal with political interference impacting our economy and financial market. The first month of the 
quarter saw significant swings in the local market after Finance minister Pravin Gordhan got charged 
with fraud in the beginning of the month, only to be dropped towards the end. The local currency 
and bond markets initially took a tumble, but recovered again during the latter part of the month. 
Increased infrastructure spending, more favourable financial regulations and decreased corporate 
tax rates are some of the policies that President – elect Donald Trump proposed after he won the US 
election. The US equity and currency markets rallied on the back of these proposed policies, 
negatively impacting our local markets. In December, rating agency Standard and Poor’s left South 
Africa’s foreign currency sovereign rating unchanged at BBB- which supported both the local equity 
and bond markets. This was however overshadowed by the US Federal Reserve’s decision to raise US 
interest rates by 25 basis points, and signalling the start of three more rate hikes expected for 2017. 
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Over the course of December, we reallocated the position in ABSA Absolute into a combination of 
SIM Inflation Plus and Nedgroup Opportunity Fund (existing underlying funds). Analyses show that 
these funds are producing better risk adjusted return profiles over the longer term.  

Coronation Market Plus fund were the biggest detractor of performance over the quarter with a 
return of -0.35%, but contributed the most to performance in 2016, adding 1.09% to Saturn’s yearly 
performance. 
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The FG IP Neptune Growth Fund of Funds returned -0.71% over the third quarter of 2016 and +1.40% 
over the past 12 months, outperforming the benchmark peer group average return of -1.30% over 
the quarter while underperforming the 12-month return of +1.52%. 

For a second consecutive quarter, Neptune’s strong performance compared to its peers could be 
attributed to the well diversified structure of the fund. In October, when all sectors were down, the 
large cash position helped performance. The largest outperformance on Neptune was recorded 
during November, when its sizable offshore through its underlying funds led to outperformance. 
Resources rallied in the middle of the quarter after President – elect Donald Trump’s policies of 
infrastructure spending boosted commodity prices. The quarter concluded with the US Federal 
Reserve increasing interest rates in December by 25 basis points. The South African market however 
benefitted after the country managed to avoid a credit downgrade of its sovereign debt by ratings 
agency Standard & Poor’s. 

The Fairtree MET Equity Fund contributed the most to Neptune’s performance in 2016 with a return 
of 0.73%, despite detracting the most to performance over the last quarter. 
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Source: MoneyMate 

The FG IP Mercury Equity Fund of Funds returned -2.04% in the third quarter of 2016 and +0.76% 
over the past 12 months, outperforming the quarterly return of the benchmark FTSE/JSE All Share 
Total Return of -2.09%, but underperforming the 12-month return of +2.69%. 

The rand and local bond markets came under significant pressure in the beginning of October after 
Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan was charged with fraud. The moves were however reversed later in 
the month after the charges were dropped, and the rand ended up firmer against the greenback at 
month end. Global equities rallied after Donald Trump surprised markets by winning the US 
presidential election. His proposed policies of infrastructure spending, less financial regulation and 
corporate tax cuts were interpreted by market participants as inflationary, and therefore it came as 
no surprise when the US Federal Reserve increased US interest rates in December by 25 basis points. 
Even though this can be seen as a negative for emerging markets as global investors could now earn 
more attractive yields in developed markets, South African markets help up well in December. This 
was predominantly due to the fact that we avoided the downgrade of our sovereign credit rating by 
rating agency Standard & Poor’s, something that was anticipated for a large part of 2016 to realise. 
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Overall the financial sector was the best performing sector in the third quarter, returning 2.07%. The 
industrial sector, which returned -5.07% over the quarter, was the worst performing sector.  With 
the aim to improve the diversification amongst underlying funds, exposure in the Prudential Equity, 
Anchor BCI Equity and 36One MET Equity Funds was reduced and reallocated into Foord Equity, 
Fairtree Equity and a new position in the Nedgroup Private Wealth Equity Fund. 

The new position, along with the Old Mutual Global Equity fund, ended up contributing the most to 
performance over the quarter, with the Nedgroup Private Wealth Equity and Old Mutual Global 
Equity fund returning 0.12% and 0.13% respectively over the quarter. 
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The FG International Flexible Fund of Funds returned -1.95% in the third quarter of 2016 and -6.85% 
over the past 12 months, underperforming the benchmark peer group average quarterly return of -
0.89% and 12-month return of -6.71%. 

Global equity markets got off to a slow start in the beginning of the quarter, as uncertainty regarding 
the US elections and the possible tapering of the European Central Bank’s bond purchasing program 
weighed on markets. Global equity markets however surged during the latter part of the quarter on 
the back what is now known as “Trumpflation”. The newly elected President Donald Trump’s 
proposed fiscal infrastructure spending was viewed as positive by the market, leading to an increase 
of 2.63% for developed market equities. Risky assets such as developed market equities and global 
properties performed strongly over December, driven by the additional monetary stimulus 
announced by the ECB at the start of the month. The central bank has now extended its quantitative 
easing program by eight months, to complete in December 2017. 

In a reversal of fortune, the fund’s emerging market exposure through its underlying holdings 
negatively impacted its outperformance over the quarter.  
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Index  Asset Class 
1Q 

2016 
2Q 

2016 
3Q 

2016 
4Q 

2016 

Year to 
Date 

2016* 
STEFI Composite Index  Local Cash 1.68% 1.78% 1.88% 1.88% 7.39% 
Beassa ALBI Total Return Local Bonds 6.55% 4.40% 3.42% 0.32% 15.42% 
FTSE/JSE SA Listed Property (Total Return) Local Property 10.10% -0.43% -0.73% 1.26% 10.20% 
FTSE/JSE Africa All Share (Total Return) Local Shares 3.87% 0.44% 0.48% -2.09% 2.63% 
JP Morgan World Govt Bond index (USD) Global Bonds 6.74% 3.60% 0.17% -8.30% 1.57% 
EPRA/NAREIT Global Index (USD) Global Property 4.59% 2.60% 0.64% -6.22% 1.27% 
MSCI AC World (USD) Global Shares -0.28% 0.26% 4.79% 0.81% 5.63% 
USD/ZAR (+ weaker, - stronger) Exchange Rate -4.97% -0.34% -6.14% -0.44% -11.50% 



 

 

 


